Participant Guidelines

ONLINE VIRTUAL WORKSHOP
The Future of Human-Food Interaction

humanfoodinteraction.org
1. Workshop Structure

**Schedule:** Sat, May 8 22:00 - 02:00 +1 (UTC +09:00), 2021

**Duration:** 4.5h

**Attendee:** 45 (including organisers)

**Platform:** Zoom

---

**Opening (15min):**

10min: Workshop Introduction

5min: Icebreaking activity: Let’s eat!

---

**Part One (110min): PechaKucha Presentations & Discussion**

60min: PechaKucha Presentations (19 papers)

10min: Virtual Coffee Break

*Off-topic conversation and networking.*

35min: Part One Open Discussion

5min: Snack Break

---

**Part Two (140min): Breakout Activities**

5min: Briefing

*The breakout activities will be carried out in 8 small groups around 5-6 people.*

65min: Brainstorming and Prototyping

*Groups will work through given briefs to formulate and propose contributions needed from the future HFI community.*

10min: Break and visit each other’s work

40min: Group Showcasing and Presentation

*The deliverables from the breakout activities will be a short write-up with drawings or illustrations. The outcomes will be showcased and shared by each group, and then discussed (5min*8 group presentation).*

---

1 [https://programs.sigchi.org/chi/2021/program/session/57432](https://programs.sigchi.org/chi/2021/program/session/57432) (draft schedule)

2 Data from Cvent

3 Awaiting final decision from CHI General Chairs.
20min: Part Two Discussion

Summary & Closing (10min)

2. Guidelines for Presenters

Presentation Format: PechaKucha!
During the Part One of the workshop, each presenter will present their paper in a format of PechaKucha Presentation, which utilises imagery and efficient use of spoken word to create a seamless, memorable, and concise presentation. **With a strict schedule for the workshop, each presenter will present their paper in no more than THREE minutes with up to 20 seconds per slide.**

**Technique:**
Keynote, PowerPoint, or prerecorded video.

**Content Organisation:**
The presentation should cover the following content:
- a. Background – WHY is it significant?
- b. Question – WHAT did you do?
- c. Approach – HOW did you do it?
- d. Outcome – WHERE does it lead?

**Documentation:**
The documents of all presentations will be showcased on the website (www.humanfoodinteraction.org/) with presenters’ permission after the workshop.

3. Create A HiHello Background (optional)

We highly encourage every participant to make a Zoom virtual “HiHello background” for a more effective communication during the workshop. The background will show your name, background, specialties, etc. Here is an example (made with https://www.canva.com/create/zoom-virtual-background/):
Hi, my name is Jialin Deng
I'm a Food Designer, Researcher
Ask me about eating, cooking, scuba diving...